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Abstract. By means of transfer matrix method, the reflectance of Thue-Morse (T-M) structure 

containing indefinite metamaterials is investigated It is shown that there is an omnidirectional 

reflectance band (ORB), and location of the ORB remains invariant with the change of generation 

order. The width of the ORB is determined by the higher frequency band edge for TE polarization and 

the lower frequency band edge for TM polarization. The location and width of the ORB is not 

affected by lattice scaling factor. When an impurity is introduced, a defect mode appears in the band 

gap. The position of the defect modes is weakly dependent on incident angle for TE polarization, but 

is affected by incident angle for TM polarization. 

Introduction 

Indefinite metamaterials (IMMs), a kind of artificial materials, have recently received increasing 

attention
[1, 2, 3]

. It is one of the anisotropic metamaterials, whose principal components of the electric 

permittivity and magnetic permeability tensors are not all of the same sign. Since only a part of the 

constitutive parameters is required to be negative, compared with the isotropic left-handed materials 

(LHMs), IMMs are much easier to be fabricated. Under certain conditions, the IMMs can take the 

place of the isotropic structures, and be used as a substitute for LHMs to exhibit a variety of unusual 

effects, including negative refraction and backward-wave effects, the anticutoff or never-cutoff 

effects, near-field focusing, anomalous total reflection phenomenon, and so on
[4-6]

. In addition, one 

dimensional photonic crystals (1DPCs) containing IMMs can result in a similar zero average index 

(zero- n ) gap usually appearing in 1DPC containing isotropic left-handed materials
[7-10]

. 

Quasicrystals are some kind of non-periodic structures which lack long-range translational 

symmetry, but possess a certain orientation order. The structural ordering of quasicrystals is between 

the periodic and disordered systems
[11]

. Two well-known examples of one dimensional quasicrystal 

are the Fibonacci and Thue-Morse (T-M) structures. The dielectric T-M systems may exhibit fractal 

gap, in case fractal structures are involve
[12]

. The scaling of fractal gaps occurring in dielectric T-M 

multilayer provides a large omnidirectional band gap
[13, 14]

. Recently, the omnidirectional reflection 

bands of T-M quasicrystals with single-negative materials have been presented
[15]

. However, to the 

best of my knowledge, the T-M quasicrystals with indefinite metamaterials have not been reported.  

In this paper, the reflection bands in T-M quasicrystals with indefinite metamaterials are 

investigated theoretically. It is shown that there is a new type of ORB exists in the T-M structure with 

indefinite metamaterials. The location of the ORB remains invariant with the change of generation 

order. The width of ORB is determined by the higher frequency band edge for TE polarization and the 

lower frequency band edge for TM polarization. The location and width of the ORB is not affected by 

lattice scaling factor. In addition, the defect mode inside the T-M structure is weakly dependent on the 

incident angle for TE polarization and is affected on incident angle for TM polarization. 
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Theoretical Model and Method 

The system under consideration is composed of two layers A and B stacked alternatively along z 

direction and following the rules of T-M sequence, that is, 
1 1n n nS S S  with 1S AB , here n 

represents the T-M order and 
1nS 
is the complement of 1nS  obtained by interchanging A and B. The 

lower order T-M sequences are represented by the strings 1S AB , 2S ABBA , 3S ABBABAAB  

and so on. The number of layers in this systems increases with n as 2
n
, while the ratio of the number of 

layer A to the number of layer B is equal to unity. In this study, layer A and B represent conventional 

material with thickness dA and IMM with thickness dB, respectively. For simplicity, 

both B and B tensors in the IMM layer are considered to be diagonalizable, i.e., 
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Without loss of generality, we consider the oblique monochromatic incident wave with the electric 

field and magnetic field polarized along the y-axis for the transverse electric (TE) and transverse 

magnetic (TM) wave, respectively. For the TE wave, the electric and magnetic fields can be express 

as 
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in the IMM layer, and 
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in the conventional material layer. 2 2 2 2

Bz By Bx Bx Bz xk c k     
 
and 2 2 2 2

Az A A xk c k    , 

and ,Az Bzk k are z-components of wave vector in the conventional material layers and the IMM layers, 

respectively. xk
 
is the x-component. C, D, E and F are the four constants which are determined by the 

boundary conditions at the interfaces. For a finite T-M multilayer structure, the electric and magnetic 

fields from the position z to z z  in the same layer can be related via a transfer matrix method [3, 7, 

8]. The treatment for the TM wave is similar to that for the TE wave, where 
2 2 2 2

Bz By Bx Bx Bz xk c k      . 

Results and Discussions 

In the following calculation, the Drud model is adopted to describe the tensor components for the 

permittivity and the permeability of IMM. Such dispersion can be realized in a composite made of 

periodically LC-loaded transmission lines [7]. 2 21 100 , 1.21 100 , 2By Bx Bz         for TE 

mode, and 2 21.21 100 , 1 100 , 2By Bx Bz          for TM mode. The operation frequency 
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2f    is in units of gigahertz. The permittivity and permeability of layer A are set to be 3A   

and 1A  , respectively. The thicknesses are assumed to be 12 mmAd  , 6 mmBd  . In Fig. 1, the 

reflection spectra for normal incidence are shown in case of S4 (Fig.1a), S5 (Fig.1b), S6 (Fig 1c) and S7 

(Fig. 1d) T-M structures. It can be seen from Fig.1 that, with increasing order of T-M structures, the 

reflectance bands cease to change and the edges of reflectance band become much sharper. Moreover, 

very narrow transmission peaks appear and split the reflectance band into two parts at higher 

frequencies. In fact, the reflectance band can occur in all higher order T-M structures. For simplicity, 

others are not given in this paper. 

 

Fig.1 Normal Incidence Reflection Spectra for the Different Order T-M Structures as a Function of 

the Angular Frequency (a) S4, (b) S5, (c) S6 ,(d) S7 

The phenomenon can be explained as follows. In the angle frequency region (0,
99 10 GHz), 

By and Bx  are simultaneously negative, resulting in a negative refractive in IMM. Equation 

0Az A Bz Bk d k d   can be implemented, which indicates that the zero- n  gap exists. This condition is 

similar to the one dimension photonic crystal containing isotropic negative-index materials [8]. The 

TM wave can be analyzed in a similar way. 

In Fig.2, we show reflectance for both TE (the right part) and TM (the left part) polarizations 

versus angular frequency for different incident angle. We take S6 as an example and investigate the 

wide angle reflectance behavior of the systems. It is illustrated that the higher band edge of reflection 

band is insensitive to the increase of incident angle and the lower band edge shift towards high 

frequency for TE polarization, but the case for TM polarization is different, the lower band edge 

nearly keep constant and the higher band edge shift towards high frequency. So the frequency range 

of the omnidirectional reflectance band for both polarizations is between 4GHz and 5.2GHz, which is 

determined by the higher band edge for TE polarization and the lower band edge for TM polarization. 

This property is similar to omnidirectional reflection band coming from zero- n  gap mechanisms in 

one dimensional photonic crystal containing anisotropic left-handed materials [8]. But the property is 

different fundamentally from that of omnidirectional reflection band in dielectric T-M structures [13], 

in which omnidirectional reflection band depended only on TM polarization.  

 

Fig.2 Dependence of TM (the Left Part) and TE (the Right Part) Polarization Reflection Spectra for 

the S6 T-M Structure 
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To study the influence of size scaling of the T-M structure, a scaling factor 0d d  is defined, 

where d0 indicates the thickness (d1=12mm, d2=6mm) before scaling and d indicates the thickness 

after scaling. The reflection spectra of S6 structure at different scaling factor is shown in Fig.3 (for TE 

polarization) and Fig.4 (for TM polarization). It is apparent that the center of reflection band almost 

remains at the same frequency, and the two band edges are nearly invariant for both TE and TM 

polarizations as the scaling factor  increases. Such results indicate that there is an omnidirectional 

gap coming from the zero- n  gap mechanism [8]. 

 

Fig.3 The Reflection Spectra of S6 Structure at 

Different Scaling Factor for TE Polarization 

Fig.4 The Reflection Spectra of S6 Structure at 

Different Scaling Factor for TM Polarization 

Next we consider the case where the localized defect mode is induced by a defect Z with 2.5z  , 

1z   and dz=4mm inside the T-M structure with S6CS6. In Fig.5, it explicitly reveals that the defect 

mode inside the zero- n  gap is weakly affected with the incident angles increases from 0 to 80 for 

TE polarizations. However, figure 6 shows that defect mode is strongly affected when the incident 

angle from 0 to 80 for TM polarizations. Such properties is different from the reflection band coming 

from zero- n  gap mechanisms in one dimensional photonic crystal containing anisotropic left-handed 

materials [7, 8]. 

 

Fig.5 Transmission Spectra of the T-M Structure with a Defect Z for TE Polarization 

 

Fig.6 Transmission Spectra of the T-M Structure with a Defect Z for TM Polarization 
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Finally it should be pointed out that the loss of IMM cannot be neglected though the imaginary 

parts of permittivity and permeability at some frequency are very low. In our calculation, it is found 

that the band edges of the omnidirectional gap and the defect mode are not affected when a loss is 

considered, since the loss only affects the magnitude of transmission [10]. 

Conclusion 

In summary, the ORB of one dimensional quasicrystal T-M structure composed by conventional 

material A and IMM B have been studied. We have proven that ORB cease to change with the 

increase of generation order. The width of the ORB is determined by the higher band edge for TE 

polarization and the lower band edge for TM polarization. The location and width of the ORB is not 

affected by lattice ratio factor. In addition, the defect mode inside the T-M structure is weakly 

dependent on the incident angle for TE polarization and is affected on incident angle for TM 

polarization. 
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